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 Seine River School Division Administrative Procedure

PROCEDURE NO: 613 EFFECTIVE DATE: 
TITLE: School Bus Idling REVISED DATE:   
Other  REVIEW YEAR: 

Procedure 

Applicability: This regulation applies to the operation of every district-owned and/or contracted 
school bus.  

Rationale: Diesel exhaust from idling school buses can accumulate in and around the bus and pose 
a health risk, both to children and drivers. Exposure to diesel exhaust can cause lung 
damage and respiratory problems. Diesel exhaust also aggravates asthma and existing 
allergies, and long term exposure is thought to increase the risk of lung cancer. Idling 
buses also waste fuel and financial resources.  

Purpose: Eliminate all unnecessary idling by school buses such that idling time is minimized in all 
aspects of school bus operation.  

Guidance: 1) When school bus drivers arrive at loading and unloading areas to drop off or pick
up passengers, they should turn off their buses as soon as possible to eliminate
idling time and reduce harmful emissions. The school bus should not be
restarted until it is ready to depart and there is a clear path to exit the pick-up
area. Exceptions include conditions that would compromise passenger safety,
such as: a) Extreme weather conditions b) Idling in traffic

2) At driver residences, limit the idling time during early morning warm up to what
is recommended by the manufacturer (generally 3-5 minutes) in all but the
coldest weather.

3) Buses should not idle while waiting for students during field trips, extracurricular
activities and other events where students are transported off school grounds.

4) In colder weather, if the warmth of the bus is an issue, idling is to be at a very
minimum and occur outside the school zone. The “warmed” bus is to enter the
loading area at least 5 minutes before dismissal time and then be shut down.
Turn the ignition to the accessory position for radio communications. When
students start to arrive the unit should be started and throttled up while they
are loading.

5) Transportation Department staff has revised the bus schedules so that school
buses on longer routes leave first.

6) All service delivery vehicles shall turn of their engines while making deliveries to
school buildings.

7) All staff of Division schools and facilities are encouraged to assist in reducing and
preventing idling adjacent to and on division locations.

8) The public is encouraged to reduce and avoid idling on and adjacent to school
facilities.
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AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY INSURANCE FOR TRANSPORTATION OF STUDENTS ON EXTRA CURRICULAR 
ACTIVITIES 

 
 

Within the last week, we have received three calls from secretary-treasurers of school divisions asking 
for information as to the scope of liability insurance coverage provided under the Manitoba Schools 
insurance program, in respect of transportation of students in private passenger vehicles. 
 
The purpose of this circular letter is to provide an explanation of that coverage. There are two 
separate areas of coverage as follows: 
 
1. Coverage for the School Division or District itself. The MSIP’S $30,000,000. general 

liability insurance coverage includes an extension under which there is provided 
protection from a claim arising out of the use or operation of a vehicle on behalf of the 
school board, where such vehicle is not owned by or leased to the school board. One 
example is a private passenger vehicle being used for transportation of students on 
extra curricular activities, by a teacher or other employee, by a parent volunteer, or by a 
student.   If a serious accident happens during such transportation, the primary 
responsibility for any ensuing claim would undoubtedly rest with the owner/driver of 
the car and with the (AUTOPAC) insurance coverage on such car. But undoubtedly the 
school board would also be named in such a lawsuit and if so, this non-owned 
automobile liability extension provides $30,000,000. Protection to the board. 

 
2. Coverage for the driver/owner of the private passenger vehicle being used to transport 

students. The MSIP includes a separate policy, called “Special Non-Owned Automobile 
Liability,” Under which there is protection for such driver/owner while transporting 
students of a school board. The primary insurance coverage in respect of an accident 
happening while so transporting students, Would be the Autopac insurance in the vehicle. 
This “Special Non-Owned Automobile Liability” Coverage provides additional liability 
insurance over and above the Autopac coverage on such vehicle, Up to a combined limit of 
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protection of $30,000,000. While so transporting students. The following Additional 
information may be of interest to you in respect of this coverage. Please also see the 
Attached “alteration endorsement” from the policy itself which defines the scope of 
coverage. 

 

a. This “SNOA” coverage does not apply to any vehicle used regularly as a school bus. 
 

b. Coverage does not apply to any vehicle owned by a School Division or District. 
 

c. Coverage is broadest in scope for teachers and other employees of the Division/District, 
Regardless of whether such transportation is for the purpose of an extra curricular activity Or 
not. Scope of coverage is somewhat more restricted in respect of parent volunteers doing 
Such transporting of students, in that it is restricted to applying only while such 
transportation Is done “on behalf” of the named insured( the School Division/District) or in 
connection with a School activity or extra curricular activity.” Coverage is most restrictive in 
respect of students Transporting other students, in that such transportation must be “ in 
connection with a school Related activity which is sponsored or authorized by a school within 
the Division/District”. We suggest that if your intent is to permit transportation of students 
by other students, that there Be a record of the authorization of such trips, by means of a 
memo from the principal to the Secretary-treasurer or Superintendent. 

 
d. This coverage applies whether or not any payment is made by the Division/District for Such 

transportation. 
 

e. You may consider requiring that you obtain a copy of the person’s driver’s license and/or 
Vehicle registration in order to permit such transportation, although you do not need to do Do 
in order for this coverage to be in effect. 

 
f. The Autopac use classification on the vehicle registration (pleasure, all purpose, Business, 

or farm) is not relevant to whether this coverage applies. Such use classification Should of 
course be correct in defining the “primary use” of the vehicle. Incidental use of A vehicle for 
such transportation of students on extra curricular activities does not require There to be a 
particular(for example all purpose as opposed to pleasure) 

 
E N D O R S E M E N T 

ALTERATION ENDORSEMENT 
 
It is understood and agreed that: 
The coverage provided by this policy is extended to include parent groups and parent group employed. 
Supervisors, but only with respect to transportation of students of the named insured in respect of 
supervision of such students outside regular class hours. 
 
It is understood and agreed that: 
The coverage provided by this policy applies only to vehicles not owned by the named insured(s) and 
which are used to transport students enrolled in schools controlled by the named insured(s) (or 
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otherwise used on business of or on behalf of the named insured(s), provided always that such vehicle 
must be driven by employee, volunteers, or students of the named insured(s). 
 
It is understood and agreed that coverage applies only as follows: 
 
1. For students of the named insured: While transporting other students of the named insured 

or otherwise used on business of or on behalf of the named insured in connection with a 
school related activity which is sponsored or authorized by a school within a school 
division/district named herein. 

 
2. For volunteers of the named insured: While transporting students on behalf of the named 

insured or in Connection with a school activity or extra-curricular activity, or while otherwise 
used on business of or behalf of the named insured. 

 
3. For employees of the named insured: While transporting students of the named 

insured or while otherwise used on business of or on behalf of the named insured. 
 
4. For employees of the named insured: While transporting students of the named 

insured or while otherwise used on business of or on behalf of the named insured. 
 
5. For employees of the named insured: While transporting students of the named 

insured or while otherwise used on business of or on behalf of the named insured. 
 

It is understood and agreed that: There is no coverage under this policy if the transporting 
conveyance is: 

a) a vehicle used regularly as a school bus, or 
b) a vehicle owned by any school division or school district or school area. 

 

The Board defines any vehicle used to transport students, other than a division-owned or 
chartered bus, as a private vehicle or “non-owned vehicle”. 
 
All thought school buses are utilized to transport students on school-sponsored activities 
such as field trips, outdoor education projects or sports activities, occasionally employee’s 
vehicles are used to transport students to and from such events. 
 
In recognition of the above, the board authorizes the use of private vehicles for the 
transportation of students on school-sponsored activities subject to the following: 
 
1. The board shall carry “non-owned vehicle” liability insurance as a provision of its 

general liability insurance coverage. 
 
2. Any owner of a private vehicle used for transportation of students shall have basic 

Autopac  insurance coverage. 
 
3. Employees operating a private vehicle for transporting school students shall operate the 

vehicle in accordance with the highway traffic act. 
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4. Employees operating private vehicles may transport students only with express 

knowledge and permission of the director of education or his designate. 
 
5. Exhibit EEAE-E shall be completed at least annually by parents, students and 

employees who transport students in “non-owned vehicles”. 
 
6. Parents of students travelling in private vehicles shall be aware of and approve such 

transportation arrangements (preferably in writing). 
 


